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I am Shinya Kato, Deputy Librarian of University of Tsukuba Library and chairperson of Institutional Repository Promotion Committee established 2013.I would like to speak about the activities and organizational structure of Japanese university libraries, and JUSTICE and then explain the current status of availability of academic journal articles including ones written in Japanese very briefly.



Outline

• Basic Statistics on Universities and Libraries
• JUSTICE 
• Electronic Journal Subscription 
• Deconstruction of Big Deal bundles
• Current status of availability of Japanese academic journal articles
• Kiyo (Departmental bulletins) and digitization
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Major topics are as follows.



Basic Statistics on Universities and Libraries as 
of 2013

Number of 
Universities

Number of 
students

Number of 
Libraries

Number
of Full-
time Staff 

Number of 
acquired 
books per 
year

Number of 
books 
borrowed 

National 86 614,783 289 1,674 1,517,768 7,508,946 
Public 83 147,053 129 275 537,873 2,074,708 

Private 605 2,316,091 1,068 3,476 4,229,839 20,461,165 

Total 774 3,077,927 1,486 5,425 6,285,480 30,044,819 
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Source: Science Information Infrastructures Statistics of College and Universities, MEXT
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In 2013 fiscal year, the number of universities was 774 (national 86, public 83, private 605), and enrolled students reached 307 million.In regard to the statistics on university libraries, total number was 1,486 (national 289, public 129, private 1,068), the total holding was 319 million volumes, number of full-time staff was 5,425, the number of acquired books per year was 6 million volumes, and the number of books borrowed was 3,000 million volumes.    In Japan, Fiscal year begin April to next March



Library Materials Expenditures in Japanese 
Academic Libraries, 2004-2012 
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Total library materials expenditure significantly decreased.  In 2004, 82,600 million yen, in 2012,  69,500 million yen.  That is 16% decreasing.While expenditure of books and periodicals dropped, expenditure of Electronic Journals rapidly increased.In 2012 fiscal year, expenditure of Electronic Journals accounted for 33% of total library materials expenditures. 86,200 million yen =541 million euro,  69,500 million yen =633 million euro



JUSTICE (Japan Alliance of University Library 
Consortia for E-Resources)
• Established as a university library consortium in 2011 under an 

agreement between JCCUL (Japanese Coordinating committee for 
University Libraries) and NII (National Institute for Informatics)

• An open consortium and comprised of 516 participating libraries
• Contributes to the enhancement of Japan’s academic     

information infrastructure through the license arrangements, 
management, provision, and long-term preservation of e-resources as 
well as through the development of human resources
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Established as a university library consortium in 2011 under an agreement between JCCUL (Japanese Coordinating committee for University Libraries) and NII (National Institute for Informatics)JCCUL consists of 3 university library associations, JANUL (national), JAPUL (public) and JASPAL (private). An open consortium and comprised of 516 participating libraries (national 98, public 68, private 347, others 3)mission    JUSTICE contributes to the enhancement of Japan’s academic  information infrastructure through the license arrangements, management, provision, and long-term preservation of e-resources as well as through the development of human resources.Also mainly for negotiation of terms and conditions with publishers regarding contract and use of e-resources.             53 publishers’ 210 electronic products (foreign and domestic)
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Share of Publisher of Electronic Journal 
Expenditures in JUSTICE Libraries as of 2013
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In 2013, electronic Journal expenditures reached 29,700 million yen in JUSTICE Libraries.JUSTIC negotiated consortial big deal (journal bundles) for major academic and commercial publishers.Top 3 publishers (Elsevier, Wiley-Blackwell and Springer) accounted for 51% of total expenditures.



Electronic Journals Subscribed in Japanese 
Academic Libraries, 2004-2012

(Unit: average number of title)
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The number of Electronic journals subscribed in Japanese academic libraries, especially national university libraries rapidly increased. In 2004, average number of titles was 5,797, in 2012 was more than 10 thousand titles.In 2012, average of 4,970 electronic journal titles became available among universities. 



Electronic Journal Expenditures in Japanese 
Academic Libraries, 2004-2012 
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(unit: million yen) 

Source: Science Information Infrastructures Statistics of College and Universities, MEXT
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Total Electronic journals expenditures in Japanese academic libraries, especially private university libraries rapidly increased. In 2004,  total expenditures was 288 million yen,  in 2012 was 12,368 million yen.In 2012, Japanese university libraries spent 21,831 million yen for purchasing foreign electronic journals.



Deconstruction of Big Deal bundles

• Recent currency fluctuation, raising value-added tax rate, and 
shrinking the university budget has caused cancellation of big deal 
journal package in not a few universities

• These libraries subscribe more frequently used titles selectively,  
some of  them introduce publishers’ pay-per-view service for less 
used titles complementary

• JUSTICE has been negotiated with large publishers to develop new 
censorial business models for e-resources for several years
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Recent currency fluctuation, raising value-added tax rate, and shrinking the university budget has caused cancellation of big deal journal package in not a few universities. In 2013, Nagoya and  Meiji cancelled, in 2014, Osaka, Okayama and  Doshisha will cancel Elsevier’s Freedom Collection.These libraries subscribe more frequently used titles selectively,  some of  them introduce publishers’ pay-per-view service for less used titles complementaryJUSTICE has been negotiated with large publishers to develop new censorial business models for e-resources for several years.



Current status of availability of Japanese 
academic journal articles
• In 2013, more than 3,000 STM (Science, Technology and Medicine) 

journal titles published in Japan. This figure excluded Kiyo 
(departmental bulletin).

• Among all STM journals, Electronic journal titles were more than 
1,400. 

• Three major journal platforms were, NII-ELS, J-STAGE , and Medical 
Online.
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Kiyo (Departmental Bulletins) and digitization

• Japanese universities publish thousands of Kiyo (departmental 
bulletins) in the fields of humanities and social sciences

• Kiyo are considered as a gray literature because of limited quantities, 
irregular publication cycles, and limited distribution channels

• Some of the digitized content of Kiyo is accessible freely from 
Institutional Repositories (Irs) or CiNii Articles, a database service 
offered by NII
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Japanese universities publish thousands of Kiyo (departmental bulletins) in the fields of humanities and social sciences.Kiyo are considered as a gray literature because of limited quantities, irregular publication cycles, and limited distribution channels.Some of the digitized content of Kiyo is accessible freely from Institutional Repositories (Irs) or CiNii Articles, a database service offered by NII.



Kiyo Titles in “CiNii-Articles”
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N=6,328

*ELS: Electronic Library Service
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At present “CiNii-Articles” indexes 16 million Japanese academic journal articles and full text of 4 million articles are available. It includes 6,328 kiyo titles. 54% of these titles are freely accessible(Open Access).74% of these titles are accessible from NII-ELS database, 20% are accessible IRs and 6% are both accessible. 
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